
HHS PTSA AGENDA November 2rd, 2022

5:30 pm Zoom/In Person

5:30 - Welcome and overview of HHS PTSA on Zoom

- Because we are meeting on Zoom, we have some parameters we want to establish.
- Please do not video or record these meetings and share out; we want to be able to have open and frank

discussions and we need to value one another’s ability to speak freely and it can be a privacy issue.
- Please use the chat function to ask questions or respond to questions; please be appropriate with your

comments.  Please speak loudly if adding to the discussion verbally.
- We value the transparency and honesty from Ms. Grupe and other HHS administrators.  If we violate

these agreements, we won’t be able to benefit from frank and honest discussions.

5:35-5:45- Adoption of minutes & financials (Jade & Melissa)

- Minutes - (see attachment)

- Financials - (see attachments)

5:45-5:55- StuGov Update

5:55-6:15 - Old Business/Issues Update

- WiFi/ClearTouch Panels -update

- Paper Shortage -

- Installation of new microwaves and Clean Up Crew

- Kewpie Grants

- Website - info to share - only 2 people at HHS have rights to update the broken

website as is; Counseling was told not enough people used their pages so they are

supposed to send out S’More documents instead - What info is important for you to

be able to find

6:15-6:30 - New Business

- Holiday Party Gifts - need someone to be the coordinator

- Budget issues-

- Increase Student Support by $3000 - last minute needs keep arising

- Increase Teacher Support by $5000 (use one time budget expense money)

- This is for the “Teachers who Sub” program - bringing it back due to

lack of subs filling at HHS (not just HHS issue, though)

- Reflections - Thank you Valerie!

- Officers and Positions - President, Vice President and Treasurer are

positions are term-limited per our bylaws - coming up for vote in spring.

Additionally, we need TAC, Concessions Coordinator, etc. We still have

open committee positions for this year.  Please consider for yourself or if

you know people who might want to serve, please get in touch!

6:30-7 pm – Update from Principal

Announcements:  See Attachment - November Calendar and back of agenda


